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Since the financial crisis in 2008, European banks have operated in 
a challenging market environment. The study “Eye of the Storm”1  
published by BearingPoint in 2015 showed the acute challenges 
the banking sector faced at the time. The biggest challenge for 
banks was to combat the challenge of shrinking profitability, 
caused in large part by the reduction of risk-weighted assets due 
to Basel III requirements. The situation for the European banks 
is yet to ease. Quite the contrary, the challenges of low-interest 
rates, the increasing digitization of competitors, tightened market 
competition and increased regulatory requirements demand 
the reassessment of strategies and changes in the structure of 
responsibilities to remain or regain competitiveness.

Currently, there is an interesting question of how European banks 
have evolved in the face of the challenges laid out in the “Eye of 
the Storm”. This goal of this study is to illustrate the key success 
factors, chosen by the European banks, to escape the downward 
spiral and remain sustainable in this ever-challenging market. The 
focus of the analysis is set on developments in cost and income 
ratios, as well as the risk-weighted assets, and general progress 
towards greater digitization.

This study comprises 122 European banks which are supervised by 
the ECB. The banks are classified in the following size ranges and 
regions: 

Size range Total assets

1 > 150 bn EUR

2 between 30 bn and 150 bn EUR

3 < 30 bn EUR

Regions have been clustered as below:

Region Number of 
banks

Austria und Switzerland (AT & CH) 9

Benelux (Belgium, Netherlands & Luxembourg) 12

Eastern Europe 5

Spain und Portugal (ES & PT) 14

France 9

Germany 17

Greece, Malta and Cyprus (GR, MT & CY) 6

Italy 14

Nordics (Finland, Sweden, Norway & Denmark) 17

United Kingdom and Ireland (UK & IE) 19

For consistency purposes, all data has been converted into Euros. 
The exchange rates as of the 31st December 2017 have been 
used. Affected by the exchange rate conversion are Switzerland, 
the United Kingdom, Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Eastern 
Europe. 

1 BearingPoint (2016): The eye of the storm: Bank sustainability reaches a tipping point
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Between 2009-2013, the European banking market exhibited a 
clear reduction in total assets. It can be assumed that this was 
a strategic decision to comply with the regulatory requirements 
(particularly Basel III). The reduction in total assets implies a 
reduced income earning potential. However, the same trend is no 
longer evident for the pan-European banking market during the 
observation period between 2013-2017. A holistic view of the 
aggregated total assets indicates a growth of the banking market 
by 0.4 percent.

It is apparent that there are big differences in the asset 
movements between the regions. Total assets in Eastern Europe 
increased significantly, rising by 29.2 percent, partly due to a 
relatively low base position. A similar development can be seen for 
Spain and Portugal with a growth of 16.0 percent, Italy  
8.5 percent and France 8.0 percent. On the other hand, losses in 
total assets are observable for Germany, with -5.6 percent, as well 
as for the Benelux region with -7.5 percent and the UK & IE with  
-9.3 percent. The steep drop in the UK & IE is primarily a result of  
a ‘held-for-trading’ reduction by British banks.2 

The rise in specific regions can be traced back to the increase  
in the loan lending business. In Eastern Europe, this rose by  
29.7 percent, Spain & Portugal by 15.9 percent, France by  
15.0 percent and Italy by 10.2 percent.

Stagnating total assets for the European banking  
market

Figure 1: Total Assets of the Regions in billion euro 
Stagnating total assets in the whole European banking market

32,574 34,062
+4.6 % -4.1 % +0.6 % -0.4 %

32,656 32,865 32,727

AT & CH 2,255-6.7 % +0.9 % +0.9 %+3.3 %

2,726-5.7 % -5.0 % -2.5 %+5.9 %Benelux

133+3.7 % +5.4 % +11.3 %+6.2 %East Europe

3,483+6.9 % -1.3 % +4.0 %+5.6 %ES & PT

7,250-2.1 % +3.4 % -1.7 %+8.5 %France

4,343-3.6 % -0.5 % -4.2 %+2.8 %Germany

288-3.3 % -13.6 % -11.0 %-1.0 %GR, MT & CY

2,806+0.6 % +1.3 % +4.0 %+2.3 %Italy

2,695-3.0 % +1.7 % +0.4 %+9.6 %Nordics

6,749-11.7 % +1.9 % 0.0 %+0.9 %UK & IE

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2 The denoted numbers in this section reflect the changes from 2013 to 2017.

Source: BearingPoint F&R KPI Database 2018 The stated changes refer to each previous year
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20 percent of the European banks fail to reduce their 
RWA by volume comparable to their total assets

Figure 2: Risk weighted Assets in billion euro  
There is only a slight growth of the total RWA observable despite the successive increase of the loan lending business 

In line with the increase in emitted loans, the risk-weighted assets 
grew in Eastern Europe, Spain & Portugal as well as in France.

10,782 11,146
+3.4 % -2.9 % -3.3 % -1.0 %

10,824 10,466 10,362

AT & CH 802-0.6 % +1.4 % +4.4 %+0.3 %

819+2.1 % -1.4 % -0.8 %+11.6 %Benelux

73+0.5 % +2.0 % +12.9 %+2.6 %East Europe

1,473+4.2 % -2.1 % +0.2 %+9.3 %ES & PT

2,004+1.8 % +1.3 % +0.3 %-0.1 %France

1,214-3.3 % -4.6 % -0.7 %+15.3 %Germany

195+0.2 % -12.1 % -4.3 %-0.3 %GR, MT & CY

997-1.7 % +0.9 % -2.8 %-2.3 %Italy

729-2.4 % -1.1 % -1.5 %+3.6 %Nordics

2,057-12.7 % -11.0 % -4.3 %-0.9 %UK & IE

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

The stated changes refer to each previous yearSource: BearingPoint F&R KPI Database 2018
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The reduction of risk-weighted assets by 3.9 percent from the  
pan-European perspective is caused particularly by the reduction 
of risk-weighted assets in the UK & IE by over 17.8 percent.  
A comprehensive examination of all banks with diminishing total 
assets shows that 19 percent of those credit institutes could not 
decrease the share of the risk-weighted assets to the same extent 
as their total assets. 

The banking market in UK & IE takes an exceptional position 
besides Italy and the Nordics. Banks from UK & IE could not 
increase their credit lending volume but reduced the share of RWA 

considerably more than the share of their emitted loans. In Italy 
and the Nordics, banks could reduce their risk-weighted assets and 
increase their loan lending business, hence, they could improve 
their portfolio quality as a result.

Similarly, it can be ascertained that big banks have a better 
portfolio quality than small- and medium-sized banks.

51 percent of the European banks were not able to adjust their 
operating expenses as successfully as they could their risk-
weighted assets. From BearingPoint’s perspective, this relationship 
between operating costs and risk-weighted assets is an interesting 
one because it highlights the dynamic between the two and 
therefore the exposure to earn margin against the central cost 
base. 34 percent of all banks could not cut down their operating 
expenses to the same degree as their risk-weighted assets, with  
17 percent of them demonstrating a higher growth in their 
operating expenses than the decrease of their RWA. 

Those actors within the highly competitive banking sector are 
under strong pressure to reduce their operating costs in the long 
term is not new. It is now crucial that cost reduction must advance, 
particularly in regard to increasing regulatory costs, and extensive 
digitisation and automation are key for achieving sustainable 
decreases in these costs.

This study shows clearly that in the time period between 2013-
2017, big banks were more successful in getting their operating 
expenses under control, with a reduction of 1.3 percent in 

comparison to other groups. Small banks increased their operating 
costs by 4.8 percent while medium-sized banks raised these costs 
further by 5.9 percent. 

Furthermore, whilst big banks reduced their IT and non-personnel 
costs by 3.0 percent, small- and medium-sized banks recorded 
an increase of 3.7 percent, respectively 9.3 percent. Big banks 
benefit from economies of scale in terms of regulatory costs. This 
points out the necessity for consolidation in the European banking 
market.3 

The increasing IT and non-personnel costs of small- and medium-
sized banks indicate the first steps of a digitisation offensive. 
This is characterised by initially unchanging personnel costs and 
large investments in digital technologies to achieve the long-term 
goal of reduced operating costs. In these cases, the first trends of 
digitisation are found in the annual report.

Figure 3: Ratio RWA to total assets by range size in 2017 
Banks of different range sizes disclose a different portfolio quality  

51 percent of the European banks show an  
unfavourable development of the ratio of operating 
expenses to risk-weighted assets

3 The topic of the steering of regulatory costs is examined in the BearingPoint study “How to count and cut cost of compliance”.
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 A regional examination of these key figures does not reveal an 
already implemented digitization strategy, especially in the regions 
AT & CH, Germany and UK & IE. Based on the reduction of IT and 
non-personnel costs of 12.2 percent in Germany and 15.3 percent 

in AT & CH as well as 15.4 percent in UK & IE in 2017, there is no 
evident trend towards development of increasing investments in 
digitization projects.

Figure 4: Cost Changes from 2013 to 2017 in the different size ranges 
Only big banks achieve cost reduction 

Figure 5: Annual rate of change of IT and non-personnel costs per region 
There is no evidence for a possible digitalization strategy in any region
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Often, low-interest rates are mentioned as a principal reason for 
the profitability challenges of European banks, citing shrinking 
interest rate margins. However, the underlying data of this study 
cannot confirm a continuous fall in margins. Both of the following 
aspects argue against this perception.

Firstly, nominal interest rates directly influence only the 
replacement costs for the pricing of interest-bearing assets.  
A declining interest margin must be traced back to a changing 

risk and competition relationship instead because an adequate 
compensation of the taken risks is an integral function of business-
management. Here, strong competition curbs the realisation of 
the requested margin. 

The implied relationship between margin and risk reflects the data 
if comparing the development of the share of non performing 
loans (NPL) to the interest margin. The share of bad loans 
represents the incurred risk. For categories 1 and 3, the arithmetic 
means that the margins (NIM) and (NPL) move in parallel, or at 
most slightly misaligned. The background for this development is 
the ongoing positive economic situation in Europe, as indicated by 
a reduction in non performing loans being emitted, whereby the 
agreed interest margin decreases. 

Figure 6: Non performing loans and interest margin of size ranges 2013-2017 
Reduced risks explain the downward movement of interest margins

Low-interest rates are insufficient as a reason for low 
profitability – interest income dwindles by 17 percent, 
interest expenses plunge by 31 percent
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Secondly, nominal interest rates affect not only the interest 
income from the assets but also the interest expenses from the 
liabilities. Hence, the structuring of the bank’s refinancing strongly 
impacts the net interest income (interest income less interest 
expenses) as the numerator of the margin (net interest income/
interest-bearing assets).

Comparing interest income and interest expenses illustrates that, 
by facing a deduction of 17 percent on the interest income, the  
interest expense of European banks plunge by as much as  
31 percent. Hence, it rules out the low-interest rates as a reason  
for bad performance.4 

In order to continue realizing profits in a low-interest rate 
environment, banks have increased their fee- and commission-
income business in the past five years – a rise of this fee-income 
margin can be seen in all size ranges. The success of measures to 
raise the margin shows similar results for all size ranges.5 

Figure 7: Changes of interest income and interest expenses per size category 
Reduction of interest expenses explicitly stronger than of interest income

Small banks earn 1.7x larger fee-income margins than 
medium-sized and big banks
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5 Different increases of the curves of the net interest margin in figure 6 and 8 result from the fact that the shown interest margins in figure 6 are arithmetic means. In figure 6, the random sample also 
complies with the share of bad loans.

Source: BearingPoint F&R KPI Database 2018
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Figure 8: Interest and provision margin of size ranges 2013-2017  
Banks try to slightly equalise reduced interest margins via the provision margin

Figure 9: Development of cost-income ratio of the different size ranges from 2013-2017 
Big banks have an explicit higher CIR than small- and medium-sized banks

Since 2013, the cost-income ratio as a substantial profitability 
measure did not significantly improve in the European banking 
market. It averages at 58.2 percent and, hence, stays still above 
the target value.6 

CIR averages at 58.2 percent –  
A necessary turnaround does not occur

6 There appears only slight variation of 1-2 percent in the years from 2012 to 2017.
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Figure 10: Distribution of cost-income ratio of examined banks 
47 percent of the European banks have a higher CIR than 55 percent

BearingPoint considers a cost-income ratio between 45 percent 
and 55 percent as necessary for a sustainable profitable business 
model in the banking sector.7 Only 53 percent of the European 
banks can exhibit a CIR of under 55 percent.

Despite the call for consolidation, big banks are worse in 
comparison with small- and medium-sized counterparts, showing 
clear opportunity to improve their overall CIR. Small- and medium-
sized banks do not show a positive trend, but banks of these size 
ranges are regardlessly closer to the recommended CIR spread at 
the aggregate level.

There is a need for action, especially in the German banking sector, 
which is the bottom of the league in a European comparison with  
70.6 percent in 2017. Similarly, AT & CH with 73.4 percent, France 
with 63.2 percent and the UK with 59.8 percent are far behind the 

Nordics and the Benelux states with 43.3 percent respectively  
50.2 percent. Moreover, 11.5 percent of the banks cannot cover 
their personnel costs with their interest surplus.

7 Bain&Company state in study from 2016 that a reduction of structural costs of German banks by 30 percent is possible and necessary. Also, BearingPoint assesses this development as realistic. In light 
of the described initial situation, actors in the banking market are forced to improve their profitability through structural cost savings. Following the currently collected data and the possible cost savings 
potential, the bank’s CIR needs to remain in a spread between 45 percent and 55 percent, if the banks want to stay competitive on the European banking market with its current structure.
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Figure 11: Cost-income ratio 2017 per region 
German-speaking regions fare worst in CIR comparison

In the past five years, many banks could neither achieve their 
income goals nor their related cost-reduction ambitions, widening 
the performance gap versus other markets in America and Asia. 
The European banking market is confronted with a turning 
point around cost bases, supported by a growing appetite for 
consolidation. This is evident through various acquisitions of 
French banks in the German Market, but also mergers in the 
savings bank sector in Germany.

It is vital for banks to secure existing competitive advantages and 
identify new ones.

Then, the focus needs to be set on those advantages so that banks 
can operate succesfully in their priorised business areas. Also, the 
integration of a structured process for the introduction of new 
innovations in terms of technology, products and business models 
must be established.

Furthermore, there is a need to combine process automation and 
the use of new technologies for both sustainable cost reduction 
and possible revenue increase. Reducing the complexity of the IT 
landscape, with the related dismantling of displaced or outdated 
systems, is a central factor of success too, with legacy systems 
carrying a significant cost burden on the organisation. 

For banks to be successful in achieving this, digitization must 
become a central strategic goal at board level. This means not 
only small, tactical changes such as facilitating the use of a tablet 
for reporting purposes, but a holistic approach on major topics like 
new service models, or the use of cloud technologies.

That does not only mean the use of a tablet for reporting 
purposes but rather a holistic approach to consider new 
failure management and the use of new service models or 
cloud computing. New methods like design thinking and agile 
approaches must be implemented to support this specific way of 
working. This only works if the organisational complexity can be 
reduced, and free space allocated. Despite newer approaches, it 
is still true that non-chosen or delayed decisions are very cost-
intensive.

The banks must gradually reduce personnel costs to demonstrate 
the newly created efficiency in their income statement.

If the banks do not fully commit to a process of digitization they 
will not be able to maximize profitability and will neither thrive nor 
survive.
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BearingPoint is an independent management and technology consultancy with  
European roots and a global reach. The company operates in three units: Consulting, 
Solutions and Ventures. Consulting covers the advisory business; Solutions provides  
the tools for successful digital transformation, regulatory technology and advanced 
analytics; Ventures drives the financing and development of start-ups. BearingPoint’s 
clients include many of the world’s leading companies and organizations. The firm has  
a global consulting network with more than 10,000 people and supports clients in over 
75 countries, engaging with them to achieve measurable and sustainable success.

For more information, please visit: www.bearingpoint.com

About BearingPoint
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